Match Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

N.F.A Rules with the exception that two hooks May be used.
All fish to be kept in an adequate keepnet during the match, not less than 8ft.
At the draw, competitors are allowed one peg only.
No ground-baiting before the signal to start.
The match will start and finish by an agreed signal to be given by the selected timekeeper.
Competitors must bait hook, strike, play and land fish themselves, without help.
The competitors must not move his peg or fish away from it into another competitors’ swim.
All species of course fish can be weighed.
At the signal to stop fishing, competitors must do so. An allowance of 15 minutes will be
given to land a fish hooked before the signal to stop fishing was given.
10. Competitors intending to weigh must stay at there peg until they are weighed.
11. In a fishless match, the match will be rearranged for another date, ALL monies will be
retained and fished for at the re-arranged match, anglers not present at the original match
will not be eligible to win the trophy or the monies retained.
12. Any complaint regarding pegging must be made to the match organiser before the start of
the match. Any redraw to be at the discretion of the match organiser.
13. Any angler fishing a team match for Buckle AA who leaves his peg or does not turn up will
be disciplined.
14. The junior cup will be run in two age groups. Under 17s and under 12s with a winner in
each age group. If the overall match winner is under 12, he then wins the junior cup (under
17).

NIGHT FISHING RULES
Restricted to night syndicate only (1st April-30th September inclusive)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

No alcohol.
Night book must be signed in clubhouse before commencing fishing.
No blocking pathways.
No more than 12 hrs continuous duration on water allowed.
Membership cards must have signed photograph in place.
Membership cards must be signed, approved and stamped for night fishing by the
committee.
7. No carp sacks/keepnets.
8. Main car park only to be used.
9. Anyone specifically targeting carp must have: a) A landing net bigger than 36 inches wide.
b) A suitable unhooking mat.
c) Carp care treatment antiseptic must be carried.
10. Any member fishing without a night permit will be expelled from Buckley Angling
Association.
11. Anyone found breaking these rules will be expelled from the club with immediate effecting
order to ensure that the night book is signed and toilet facilities are available during the
night a key will be provided to all eligible members.

